Self-assembled multilayers of gold nanoparticles: nitrate-induced rectification of quantized capacitance charging and effects of alkaline (earth) ions in aqueous solutions.
Gold nanoparticle multilayers were self-assembled onto an electrode surface by using a dipping method. The particle assemblies exhibited quantized capacitance charging characteristics in aqueous media that were rectified by hydrophobic anions such as PF6-, BF4- and ClO4-, similar to the behavior with the monolayer counterparts. More interestingly, even in the presence of less hydrophobic anions such as NO3-, very well-defined single electron transfers were observed voltammetrically with these particle multilayers, a response unseen previously with particle monolayers. This was ascribed, in part, to the enhanced interactions between the particle multilayers and the electrolyte anions as well as the minimization of the structural defects within the particle thin films as compared to the monolayer counterparts. Further studies showed that with particles functionalized with oligo(ethylene oxide) moieties, the particle charge transfer properties were also found to be affected by electrolyte cations, reflected by the variation of the particle molecular capacitance and formal potentials with the nature of the alkaline (earth) metal ions.